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OpenWorm
Building an open digital organism



"What I cannot create, I do not understand"
- Richard P. Feynman



● Engineering disciplines are used with building models 
that describe the behaviour of complex systems and 
simulate them

● Boeing 777
● “Boeing engineers designed and electronically pre-

assembled the 777 using computers. New laboratory 
facilities enabled the various airplane systems to be tested 
together as a single integrated entity in simulated flight 
conditions, before the first jetliner took to the air.”

● 3 million individual parts
● 1.8 TB of data to make

Models help us understand



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RO40dxt2yCE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1NE6Xu142rk
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aGVv3br59P4


How about biology?

● Can we understand and predict biology in the same way?
● Challenges

○ Alien technology
■ Gathering data is hard
■ Understanding data is even harder

○ Multiscale problem
■ Multiple algorithms involved
■ Different level of abstractions
■ Different skillsets needed
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Mycoplasma Genitalium

A Whole-Cell Computational Model Predicts Phenotype 
from Genotype (Karr et Al., Cell 2012)



Izquierdo & Beer 2013, PLoS Comp Bio

C. elegans: White nodes are chemosensory neurons, Grey nodes are interneurons, Black nodes are neck 
motor neurons, red lines are gap junctions, black lines are chemical synapses

http://dx.plos.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002890
http://dx.plos.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002890


The hard question

How much physics and biology do you have to 
include in your model before you can explain all 

the behaviours of the organism?



Meet OpenWorm

Open science project aimed at creating a full 
scale model of the C. elegans, a tiny worm.

We are building the first digital life form.



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xBf1_xnk0i8


Long term

Full scale simulation of C. elegans

Medium term

Accurately predict WormBehavior database 
using data-driven, cell-by-cell 3D 

neuromechanical model

OpenWorm’s Goal

Szigeti et al,  - Front. Comp. Neuro., 2014

http://journal.frontiersin.org/Journal/10.3389/fncom.2014.00137/abstract
http://journal.frontiersin.org/Journal/10.3389/fncom.2014.00137/abstract


Why the C. elegans?

● Wide range of behaviours
○ Locomotion, feeding, reproduction
○ Learning, mating, social behaviours

● How does it do it?
○ 1mm long
○ 302 neurons
○ 956 cells in total

● The first organism to have its genome fully sequenced
○ 100 million base pairs

■ 3 billion in mouse and humans





Why?

● Increase our understanding of the biology of an 
organism as a whole
○ How does nature solve complex problems?
○ How do we program intelligence?

○ How can we build better drugs in a more efficient 
way?

○ How does life work?



How do we do it?

● Open science model

○ Foster collaboration between different research 
groups and individuals

○ Reach out to different skillset 
■ Scientists in academia

● Biochemists, biologists, neuroscientists, computationalists

■ Engineers working in the industry
■ Curious citizen scientists





OpenWorm open science community

● Independent international open science community
○ 9 core members

○ 20 active members & 40 additional contributors 
across 14 countries

● Networked science
○ >35 Git repositories 
○ ~350 mailing list members
○ Streamed 40+ online meetings last year on YouTube

● Collaborative open source construction
○ Every line of code committed to GitHub

■ MIT Licensed

http://youtube.com/openworm
https://github.com/openworm/


How did we start?







How do we simulate a digital 
organism?





● Web-based simulation platform 
○ Support of multi-algorithm and multi-scale models 

■ Neuroscience
■ Dynamical systems
■ Fluid dynamics

○ Allow for collaborative modeling
● Biggest scientific challenge is lack of data and models 

○ Geppetto goal is to be completely data driven: new 

data and models can be fed to a simulation as they 
become available in a standard format



http://geppetto.org

http://git.geppetto.org
http://git.geppetto.org


What does Geppetto do?

● Provides a Web application to control the simulation 
through a web browser

● Provides a way to define what needs to be simulated in a 
data driven way

● Defines interfaces to allow third party simulators and 
model interpreters to extend the platform 

● Provides a way to stream simulated data from the server 
to the client



What does Geppetto do? (2/2)

● Provides a 3D engine to visualize in the browser what is 
being simulated

● Provides a way to define multiple computational 
experiments for a given model, allowing the user to 
change its parameters 

● Provides an API to interact with the simulators in real 
time

● Provides an extensible widgets infrastructure to visualize 
and interact with the data 



How is it being developed?

Open Source, MIT License

Growing community 

Bi-weekly Google Hangout open meetings 

Open process

Regular Monthly Releases
(latest 0.2.5 alpha)



https://github.com/openworm/org.geppetto



https://waffle.io/openworm/org.geppetto



How do I use it?

https://live.geppetto.org

http://www.geppetto.org

http://docs.geppetto.org

https://github.com/openworm/org.geppetto

https://live.geppetto.org
https://live.geppetto.org
https://live.geppetto.org
https://live.geppetto.org
http://www.geppetto.org
http://www.geppetto.org
https://docs.geppetto.org
https://docs.geppetto.org
https://docs.geppetto.org
https://docs.geppetto.org
https://github.com/openworm/org.geppetto
https://github.com/openworm/org.geppetto


c302 generated network

https://github.com/openworm/CElegansNeuroML/tree/master/CElegans/pythonScripts/c302

https://github.com/openworm/CElegansNeuroML/tree/master/CElegans/pythonScripts/c302
https://github.com/openworm/CElegansNeuroML/tree/master/CElegans/pythonScripts/c302


http://github.com/openworm/muscle_model 

Model of a C. elegans muscle

http://github.com/openworm/muscle_model
http://github.com/openworm/muscle_model
http://github.com/openworm/muscle_model




http://wormsim.org











Open Source Brain

● Open Source Brain is a resource for sharing and 
collaboratively developing computational models of 
neural systems. 
○ Encourage the use of open standards such as 

NeuroML and PyNN, to ensure transparency, 
modularity, accessibility and portability

○ Provide advanced facilities to analyse, visualise 
and transform models

○ Helps connecting researchers interested in 
models of specific neurons, brain regions and 
disease states.



The idea behind Open Source Brain

● Increasingly detailed single neuron and network 
models are becoming available 

● Complex models take a long time to develop and are 
normally only available in one of many incompatible, 
simulator specific formats. 

● Enabling these to be analysed, reused and critically 
evaluated by as many researchers as possible will 
increase the power and scientific rigour of neuronal 
models and make them more accessible to a wider 
range of neuroscientists.



Goals

Experimentalist

Software 
Engineers

Model developers

Theoreticians



Model development life-cycle

How are detailed neuronal models 
traditionally developed

?



Model development life-cycle
Experiment

Implement the model 
and tune it

Cleanup

Independent 
changesPublish

Start from scratch

Update local copy of 
the model
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Scenario 2 - Parallel developments
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Model development life-cycle with 
OSB

● Benefits
○ Track all changes in the model since its creation
○ Allow anyone to comment on and improve the 

model
○ Convert to simulator independent formats
○ Facilitate and track reuse of model elements 

between models
● Cons?

○ Learn source-control
○ People are looking at my model!



OSB Model Repository

Version 0.1

Version 0.n

Version x.x

Updated model 
components

NeuroML
model

VISUALISE

SIMULATE

VALIDATE









446 Members    46 Research groups    101 Projects 



Open Science Ecosystem



Matteo Cantarelli (@tarelli)
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Thanks for the attention!


